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QUANTUM HAMILTONIAN REDUCTION OF W-ALGEBRAS
AND CATEGORY O
STEPHENMORGAN
Abstract. We define a quantum version of Hamiltonian reduction by stages, pro-
ducing a construction in typeA for a quantumHamiltonian reduction fromtheW-al-
gebra U(g, e1) to an algebra conjecturally isomorphic to U(g, e2), whenever e2 ≥ e1
in the dominance ordering. This isomorphism is shown to hold whenever e1 is sub-
regular, and in sln for all n ≤ 4.
We next define embeddings of various categories O for the W-algebras associ-
ated to e1 and e2, amongst them the embeddingsO(e2, p) →֒ O(e1, p), where p is a
parabolic subalgebra containing both e1 and e2 in its Levi subalgebra.
1. Introduction
Let g be a semi-simple complex Lie algebra with universal enveloping algebra
U(g), and let G be the simply-connected algebraic group satisfying Lie(G) = g. To
any nilpotent element e ∈ g, one can associate a certain non-commutative algebra
U(g, e) known as the W-algebra associated to the nilpotent e. There are several def-
initions of the W-algebra depending on different choices and parameters, but it is
known that they are all equivalent up to isomorphism, anddependonly on the nilpo-
tent orbit of e under the adjoint action of G.
The definition of W-algebras of primary use in this paper is as a quantum Hamil-
tonian reduction of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) with respect to a choice of
nilpotent subalgebra m and character χ thereof, both derived from the nilpotent e.
In short, given a Lie algebra m coming from a good grading of g and the character
χ ∈ m∗ associated to e under the identification g ≃ g∗ given by the Killing form.
Considering the shift mχ := {y − χ(y) : y ∈ m}, the W-algebra can be defined
as the algebra of invariants in the quotient U(g)
/
U(g)mχ under the adjoint action
of m; i.e. U(g, e) :=
(
U(g)
/
U(g)mχ
)m
. Since all objects involved are filtered by the
Kazhdan filtration, the W-algebra is itself a filtered algebra. Taking the associated
graded algebra yields the ring of functions on the Slodowy slice Sχ ⊆ g
∗, and quan-
tumHamiltonian reduction reduces to ordinary Hamiltonian reduction of Slodowy
slices [GG].
With this framework in mind, one can ask whether this quantum Hamiltonian
reduction can be decomposed into steps, analogous to the classical construction of
Hamiltonian reduction by stages. In particular, given a pair of W-algebras defined by
quantum Hamiltonian reduction, when can an intermediate reduction between the
two be found which commutes with the original reductions up to isomorphism, as
in fig. 1.
In section 3, we give a partial answer to this question in type A. We first present
a construction using the combinatorics of pyramids, which for any pair of nilpotent
elements e1, e2 ∈ sln, where e2 covers e1 in the dominance ordering, produces an
intermediate reduction from the W-algebra U(g, e1) in type A to a certain algebra
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Figure 1. Reduction of W-algebras by stages.
associated to e2. We conjecture that this algebra is isomorphic to the W-algebra
U(g, e2) (conjecture 3.13), and present a proof in known cases.
In section 4, we turn our attention to the representation theory of W-algebras.
This is a subject which has been widely studied, and a number of connections to the
representation theory of the Lie algebra g itself have been found. The construction of
quantumHamiltonian reduction by stages produces a (U(g, e1), U(g, e2))-bimodule
for any pair of nilpotents e1 and e2 as above. This in turn provides a pair of adjoint
functors U(g, e1)–mod ⇆ U(g, e2)–mod for any such pair. A modification of an ar-
gument of Loseu [Los3] can be used to produce embeddings of the corresponding
categoriesO(e2, p) →֒ O(e1, p), whenever e1 ≤ e2.
Acknowledgements. I would like to thank my former PhD adviser J. Kamnitzer
for suggesting this problem and providing many useful ideas. I would also like to
thank C. Dodd for many fruitful discussions, and R. Bezrukavnikov, Zs. Dancso,
M. Gualtieri, L. Jeffrey, Y. Karshon, A. Licata, I. Loseu, and V. Toledano-Laredo for
comments and suggestions.
2. W-algebras and quantum Hamiltonian reduction
We first recall the definition of W-algebras via quantum Hamiltonian reduction.
Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra overC, and let e ∈ g be a chosen nilpotent element.
By the Jacobson–Morozov theorem any non-zero e be completed to an sl2-triple
(e, h, f). The semisimple element h determines a Z-grading of the Lie algebra g by
declaring g =
⊕
j∈Z gj , where gj = {x ∈ g : [h, x] = jx}. This grading satisfies the
following list of useful properties, where zg(e) is the centraliser of e in g, and 〈·, ·〉 is
the Killing form:
(GG1) e ∈ g2,
(GG2) ad e : gj → gj+2 is injective for j ≤ −1,
(GG3) ad e : gj → gj+2 is surjective for j ≥ −1,
(GG4) zg(e) ⊆
⊕
j≥0 gj ,
(GG5) 〈gi, gj〉 = 0 unless i+ j = 0,
(GG6) dim zg(e) = dim g0 + dim g1.
It is a well-known result that any grading which satisfies properties GG1 to GG3
will necessarily satisfy all of them (and even more strongly that properties GG2
and GG3 are equivalent for any Z-grading). This motivates the following definition,
which provides a generalisation of the gradings coming from sl2-triples.
Definition 2.1. A Z-grading of g is called a good grading for the nilpotent e if it sat-
isfies properties GG1 to GG3. A good grading which comes from an sl2-triple con-
taining e is called a Dynkin grading. A good grading which vanishes in odd degree
is called an even grading.
Note that although all Dynkin gradings are good, there exist goodgradingswhich
are not Dynkin: these non-Dynkin good gradings will be important for our work.
From this point on, fix a good grading of the Lie algebra g.
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The space g−1 has a natural symplectic form ω given by ω(x, y) := 〈e, [x, y]〉.
Choosing a Lagrangian subspace l ⊆ g−1 with respect to this form, one can de-
fine a Premet subalgebra m := l ⊕
⊕
j≤−2gj . Premet subalgebras enjoy a number of
properties we record for future reference. Let Oe be the adjoint orbit through e.
(χ1) m is an ad-nilpotent subalgebra of g,
(χ2) dimm = 12 dimOe,
(χ3) m ∩ zg(e) = 0,
(χ4) χ := 〈e, ·〉 restricts to a character of m,
Given a Lie algebra m with character χ, one can define the shifted Lie algebra
mχ := {y − χ(y) : y ∈ m}. With this in hand, we can define the W-algebra.
Definition 2.2. Let e ∈ g be a nilpotent element with a chosen good grading and
Lagrangian subspace l ⊆ g−1, and let m be the associated Premet subalgebra. The
(finite) W-algebra U(g, e) is the set of invariants in the quotient U(g)
/
U(g)mχ, under
the adjoint action of m:
U(g, e) :=
(
U(g)
/
U(g)mχ
)m
=
{
u ∈ U(g)
/
U(g)mχ : [a, u] ∈ U(g)mχ ∀ a ∈ m
}
.
2.1. Slodowy slices. For any nilpotent element e ∈ g, one can construct an sl2-triple
(e, h, f) by the Jacobson–Morozov theorem. In fact, any such pair of triples (e, h, f)
and (e′, h′, f ′) for which Oe = Oe′ are conjugate by the adjoint action, and so in
particular one can speak unambiguously of “the sl2-triple associated to e”. If one
additionally has a good grading Γ for the nilpotent e, the sl2-triple can be chosen to
be Γ-graded, so that e, h and f lie in graded degrees 2, 0 and -2, respectively.
Associated to an sl2-triple (e, h, f) is a certain subvariety Se ⊆ g known as the
Slodowy slice. It is an affine space which forms a transverse slice to the nilpotent orbit
Oe, and is defined as a translate of the centraliser of f . We shall usually deal with
the Slodowy slice in the dual Lie algebra g∗, transportedvia theKilling isomorphism
κ : g ∼−→ g∗.
Se := e+ zg(f) ⊆ g Sχ := χ+
(
g/[g, f ]
)∗
= κ(Se) ⊆ g
∗
The Slodowy slice Sχ, and hence Se, inherits a natural Poisson structure from the
variety g∗ equipped with the Lie–Poisson bracket.
Slodowy slices are of independent interest, but for our purposes we consentrate
on their relation to W-algebras. Gan and Ginzburg proved in [GG] that U(g, e) has
the structure of a filtered algebra, and that the corresponding associated graded
algebra grU(g, e) is the ring of functions on the Slodowy sliceC
[
Sχ
]
. Further, taking
M to be the algebraic group with Lie algebra m, one can consider the moment map
of the co-adjoint action of M on g∗: this is just restriction map µ : g∗ → m∗. The
Slodowy slice Sχ can be expressed as a Hamiltonian reduction of g
∗:
Sχ ≃ g
∗/χM := µ
−1(χ)/M.
Expressed in terms of rings of functions, and taking Iχ to be the ideal of functions
which vanish on µ−1(χ), this takes the form
(1) C
[
Sχ
]
≃
(
C[g∗]
/
Iχ
)M
.
The Poisson structure which Sχ inherits as a Hamiltonian reduction of g
∗ agrees
with the Poisson structure it inherits as a subvariety of g∗ (cf. [GG, Section 3.4]). The
similarity between definition 2.2 and eq. (1) has led to definition 2.2 to be referred
to as a quantum Hamiltonian reduction, by analogy. This can be formalised in the
language of deformation quantisations.
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2.2. Deformation quantisations and quantum Hamiltonian reduction.
Definition 2.3. Let A be a Poisson algebra with Poisson bracket {·, ·}. A deformation
quantisation of A is an associative unital product ⋆ : A ⊗ A → AJ~K such that, when
extended CJ~K-bilinearly, satisfies the following conditions:
(1) ⋆ is an associative binary product onAJ~K, continuous in the ~-adic topology;
(2) f ⋆ g = fg +O(~) for all f, g ∈ A;
(3) f ⋆ g − g ⋆ f = {f, g}~+O(~2) for all f, g ∈ A.
Writing f ⋆ g =
∑
k≥0Dk(f, g)~
k , we shall further require that ⋆ be a differential
deformation quantisation, that is one satisfying the additional condition:
(4) for each k, Dk(·, ·) is a bidifferential operator of order at most k in each vari-
able.
The vector space AJ~K equipped with the multiplication ⋆ shall be denoted A~,
and is often referred to as a deformation quantisation itself. IfX is a Poisson variety
and A is its ring of functions, we often say that A~ is a deformation quantisation
of X.
The product ⋆ can also be used to introduce a new associative product on A
through the projection AJ~K → A, given by sending ~ to 1. More concretely, de-
fine the product ◦ : A ⊗ A → A by f ◦ g :=
∑
k≥0Dk(f, g). Let the vector space A
equipped with this new algebra structure be denoted A. By abuse of terminology,
the algebra A is often referred to as a deformation quantisation of A.
By results of Gan and Ginzburg [GG] and Loseu [Los1], the Rees algebra of the
W-algebra consideredwith theKazhdan filtration, denotedU~(g, e), is a deformation
quantisation of the ring of functions of the Slodowy sliceA = C[Sχ]. TheW-algebra
U(g, e) itself is then just A.
As a special case, we consider the CJ~K-extended universal enveloping algebra
U~(g), which is a deformation quantisation of C[g
∗]. Consider the vector space g~ :=
g⊗CJ~K equipped with the Lie bracket [·, ·]~, defined as [x, y]~ := [x, y]~ for x, y ∈ g
and extended CJ~K-bilinearly. The algebra U~(g) is then the universal enveloping
algebra of g~, and can be concretely presented as the tensor algebra T (g~) modulo
the relation xy − yx = [x, y]~. This algebra U~(g) is just the Rees algebra of U(g)
considered with the pbw filtration.
Assume now thatG is an algebraic group which acts onA~ by CJ~K-algebra auto-
morphisms, and preserves the grading. This induces an action of g onA~ by deriva-
tions, and we denote the derivation corresponding to ξ ∈ g by ξA. Let there fur-
thermore exist a quantum comoment map for the action of G on A~, i.e. a linear map
Φ: g→ A~, which is G-equivariant and satisfies
1
~
[Φ(ξ), ·] = ξA. It shall be useful to
extend this CJ~K-linearly to a map Φ: U~(g)→ A~.
Definition 2.4. LetA~ be a deformation quantisation onwhichG acts with quantum
comoment map Φ. Let γ ∈ g∗ be fixed under the co-adjoint action of G, and define
Iγ as the two-sided ideal in U~(g) generated by g~,γ := {x − γ(x)~ : x ∈ g}. The
quantum Hamiltonian reduction ofA~ at γ under the action of G is
A~//γG :=
(
A~
/
A~Φ(Iγ)
)G
.
This has a natural algebra structure with multiplication given by
(a+A~Φ(Iγ))(b+A~Φ(Iγ)) = ab+A~Φ(Iγ).
Remark 2.5. Let A~ be a deformation quantisation of the Poisson variety X, and
let G act on A~ with quantum comoment map Φ. Assume further that the action
of G on A~ is induced by an action of G on X. Then the quantum comoment map
Φ induces a classical moment map µ : X → g∗, and for any γ ∈ g∗ fixed under the
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co-adjoint action ofG, the quantumHamiltonian reductionA~//γG is a deformation
quantisation of the classical Hamiltonian reductionX/γG.
We shall now give a justification for calling definition 2.2 the definition of the
W-algebra by quantum Hamiltonian reduction. Choosing a Premet subalgebra m
for e naturally produces an algebraic group M ⊆ G by exponentiation, since m is
an ad-nilpotent subalgebra (χ1). This acts on g∗ by the restriction of the co-adjoint
action, and on U~(g) by extending the adjoint action. Furthermore, this action has
a quantum comoment map Φ: m → U~(g) which comes from the natural inclusion
of m into g, and extends to the natural inclusion of U~(m) into U~(g).
Since χ ∈ m∗ is a character of m (χ4) it is fixed under the co-adjoint action ofM ,
and so we can consider the quantum Hamiltonian reduction U~(g)//χM . Since M
is a unipotent algebraic group, invariants under adjoint action ofM are completely
equivalent to invariants under the adjoint action of m. As a result,
U~(g)//χM :=
(
U~(g)
/
U~(g)Φ(Iχ)
)M
=
(
U~(g)
/
U~(g)Iχ
)m
,
and passing through the projection ~ 7→ 1 results in the definition of the W-algebra
given in definition 2.2. We can therefore without ambiguity denote the above by
U(g)//χm.
2.3. Quantum Hamiltonian reduction by stages. Consider the Slodowy slice as-
sociated to the zero nilpotent, S0 = g
∗. Equation (1) can then be restated in the
following way: the Slodowy slice Sχ can be expressed as a Hamiltonian reduction
of S0. In order to answer for which other pairs of nilpotent elements e1 and e2 this
can be done, we need to introduce the machinery of Hamiltonian reduction by stages.
S0
Sχ Sχ′
Reduction byM
Reduction byM ′
Reduction byK
Figure 2. Hamiltonian reduction of Slodowy slices by stages
Reduction by stages is a technique for decomposing a Hamiltonian reduction into
a sequence of smaller reductions. The general theory is quite highly developed
(cf. [MMO+]), but we shall be interested in the specific case of reduction by a semidi-
rect product.
LetG ≃ H ⋊K be an algebraic group which is a semidirect product of the closed
subgroupsH andK , withH normal in G. LetX be a Poisson variety with a Hamil-
tonian action ofGwith equivariant momentmap µ : X → g∗. Let γ ∈ g∗ be a regular
value of µ, which is identified with (η, κ) under the decomposition g∗ = h∗× k∗. Un-
der certain mild conditions on the subgroupK and the values η and κ, there exists
an isomorphism of Poisson varieties
X/γG ≃ (X/ηH)/κK,
where all the induced actions are well-defined and Hamiltonian.
With this in mind, we seek to define an analogous notion of quantum Hamiltonian
reduction by stages.
Theorem 2.6. Let A~ be a deformation quantisation, and let G ≃ H ⋊K be an algebraic
group which acts on it with quantum comoment mapΦ: g→ A~. Let γ ∈ g
∗ be an invariant
under the co-adjoint action of G, which decomposes as γ = (η, κ) under the identification
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g∗ ≃ h∗ × k∗. Then there exists a natural action ofK on A~//ηH with an induced quantum
comoment map ΦK : k→ A~//ηH , and there is a natural homomorphism of algebras(
A~//ηH
)
//κK → A~//γG.
Proof. We first show that the reduced spaces are properly defined and there ex-
ists an action of K on A~//ηH with a quantum comoment map denoted ΦK . First
note that restricting the action of G yields an action of H on A~, and the restriction
ΦH := Φ
∣∣
h
: h→ A~ isH-equivariant due toG-equivariance and the normality ofH .
Further, η is fixed by G and hence by H , so the reduction A~//ηH is well-defined.
We next define the action ofK on A~//ηH . Recall that
(2) A~//ηH =
{
a+A~ΦH(Iη) : Adh(a) ∈ a+A~ΦH(Iη) ∀ h ∈ H
}
.
Define the action ofK by Adk
(
a+A~ΦH(Iη)
)
:= Adk(a) +A~ΦH(Iη). This is inde-
pendent of the choice of representative, as can be seen by the following calculation,
taking k ∈ K and x ∈ h:
Adk Φ(x− η(x)~) = Φ(Adk x− η(x)~) Φ is G- and soK-equivariant
= Φ(Adk x−Ad
∗
k(η)(x)~) η ∈ (h
∗)G ⊆ (h∗)K
= Φ(Adk x− η(Adk x)~) ∈ Φ(Iη) H E G and so Adk x ∈ h
ThatAdk
(
a+A~ΦH(Iη)
)
remainsH-invariant again follows from the normality ofH ,
as AdhAdk(a) = Adhk(a) = Adkh′(a) = AdkAdh′(a) = Adk(a).
h
g A~
A~
/
A~ΦH(Iη)
k A~//ηH
ΦH
Φ
Φη
πH
ΦK
ιH
Lastly, we need to exhibit a quantum comoment map
ΦK : k → A~//ηH . We first define an η-twisted quantum
comoment map, extending η by zero on k and defining
Φη : g = h⋊ k→ A~
Φη(x) := Φ(x)− η(x)~
To define the quantum comoment map ΦK , consider k as
the quotient g/h, choose an arbitrary lift from k to g, and
apply the function πH ◦ Φη, where πH is the projection
πH : A~ → A~/A~ΦH(Iη). To see this is well-defined, note
that for any y ∈ k and x ∈ h,
ΦK(y) = Φη(y + x) = Φ(y) + Φ(x− η(x)~) ∈ Φ(y) +A~ΦH(Iη).
To see that the image ofΦK lieswithinH-invariants, note that the semidirect product
structure of g guarantees that for y ∈ k and h ∈ H there exists an x ∈ h such that
Adh y = y + x. From this we can see that
AdhΦK(y) = Φη(Adh y) = Φ(y) + Φ(x− η(x)~) ∈ ΦK(y) +A~ΦH(Iη).
That this map is K-equivariant follows directly from the G-equivariance of Φ, and
the quantum comoment condition 1
~
[ΦK(ξ), ·] = ξA~//ηH follows from the corre-
sponding condition forΦ and the above calculations showing the action ofK is well-
defined on A~//ηH . Since κ ∈ k
∗ is fixed by the action of G, and hence byK , we can
therefore talk sensibly about the two-stage reduction (A~//ηH)//κK . Furthermore,
the action ofK on A~//ηH descends to an action on (A~//ηH)
/
(A~//ηH)ΦK(Iκ).
It remains to show that there is a map from the two-stage reduction (A~//ηH)//κK
to the one-shot reduction A~//γG. To this end we shall construct the map ϕ from
fig. 3. Consider the maps
ϕ˜ : (A~//ηH)
/
(A~//ηH)ΦK(Iκ)→ A~
/
A~Φ(Iγ)
ϕ : (A~//ηH)//κK → A~//γG,
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A~
A~
/
A~ΦH(Iη)
A~//ηH
(A~//ηH)
/
(A~//ηH)ΦK(Iκ) A~
/
A~Φ(Iγ)
(A~//ηH)//κK A~//γG
πH
πG
πH
G
πK
ιH
ϕ˜
ιK
ϕ
ψ ιG
Figure 3. Quantum Hamiltonian reduction by stages
where ϕ˜ is defined by first lifting to A~//ηH and then applying π
H
G ◦ ιH , and ϕ is
defined as the composition ϕ˜◦ ιK . To show these are well-defined requires checking
that ϕ˜ doesn’t depend on the lift chosen, and that the image of ϕ lies inG-invariants.
These can both be checked by careful but straightforward calculations. We have
therefore constructed a homomorphism ϕ from the two-stage to the one-shot reduc-
tion; it is merely the identity map suitably interpreted in the appropriate cosets:
ϕ
(
(a+A~ΦH(Iη)) + (A~//ηH)ΦK(Iκ)
)
= a+A~Φ(Iγ). 
Corollary 2.7. If this homomorphism ϕ induces an isomorphism ϕ :
(
A/ηH
)
/κK
∼−→
A/γG of the corresponding Poisson algebras, then it is itself an isomorphism. In particular,
this holds if A~ is a deformation quantisation of a Poisson manifold for which the classical
reduction by stages hypotheses hold.
Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that ϕ induces a homomorphism of
Poisson algebras, and from the fact that A and A have identical underlying vector
spaces. That this induces an isomorphism if A~ is a deformation quantisation of a
Poisson manifold is just the classical Hamiltonian reduction by stages construction,
which can be found in e.g. [MMO+, §5.3]. 
Example 2.8. Consider the algebra U~(sl3), which is a deformation quantisation of
the Poisson variety sl∗3. By restriction of the adjoint action of SL3, U~(sl3) is acted on
by the following groups:
N =
{(
1 0 0
r 1 0
t s 1
)
: r, s, t ∈ C
}
, M =
{(
1 0 0
r 1 0
t 0 1
)
: r, t ∈ C
}
, K =
{(
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 s 1
)
: s ∈ C
}
.
Note that N =M ⋊K , and the quantum comoment maps associated to the actions
are given by the inclusions of their respective Lie algebras into U~(sl3). Let χ ∈ n
∗
be the character corresponding to the regular nilpotent element e =
(
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
)
under
the Killing isomorphism, and let η ∈ m∗ and κ ∈ k∗ be the restrictions of χ.
The quantumHamiltonian reduction U~(sl3)//χN is the polynomial ring C[z1, z2],
where
z1 := h
2
1 + h1h2 + h
2
2 + 3~(e1 + e2)
z2 := 2h
3
1 + 3h
2
1h2 − 3h1h
2
2 − 2h
3
2 + 9~e1(h1 + 2h2)− 9~e2(2h1 + h2) + 27~
2(e3 + e2).
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These can be lifted to invariants under the action ofM in U~(sl3)
/
U~(sl3)ΦM (Iη) as
z1 7→ z1 + 3e2(f2 − ~) z2 7→ z2 + 9(e2h2 + ~e3 − ~e2)(f2 − ~).
Passing to the quotient
(
U~(sl3)//ηM
)/(
U~(sl3)//ηM
)
ΦK(Iκ) yields the well-defined
map ψ of fig. 3, and its image lies inK-invariants.
3. Reduction by stages for W-algebras in type A
Given the framework of quantum Hamiltonian reduction by stages, we can now
try to find an explicit realisation in the case of W-algebras, as in fig. 1. From this
point we shall work over C and in type A, assuming that g = sln. In this case, we
have a simple classification of both the conjugacy classes of nilpotent elements and
of their good gradings.
Recall the set of nilpotent orbits in sln is parameterised by partitions of n, corre-
sponding to the sizes of the Jordan blocks for the nilpotent. The set of nilpotent
orbits in a Lie algebra always has a natural partial ordering, where Oe1 ≤ Oe2 is de-
fined to mean Oe1 ⊆ Oe2 . In type A, this coincides with the dominance ordering on
partitions: take λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) and µ = (µ1, . . . , µk), where λ and µ are padded on
the right with zeros if necessary, and define λ ≤ µ to mean that
∑ℓ
i=1λi ≤
∑ℓ
i=1µi
for every ℓ = 1, . . . , k. A classical theorem of Gerstenhaber classifies the covering
relations in the dominance ordering, and roughly corresponds to ‘sliding a box up’
in the corresponding Young diagram.
Lemma 3.1. [Gerstenhaber]The partition λ covers µ if and only if there exist indices j < k
with µj = λj − 1, µk = λk + 1 and λi = µi otherwise, where j is the smallest index such
that 0 ≤ λk < λj − 1 and either k = j + 1 or λk = λj − 2.
Example 3.2. The partitions λ = (3), µ = (2, 1) and ν = (1, 1, 1) cover one another
in turn.
λ = µ = ν =
3.1. Pyramids. The problem of classifying all good gradings has been solved by
Elashvili and Kac [EK]; in the classical types, this is accomplished using a combina-
torial structure known as a pyramid. In type A, pyramids are an enriched version of
Young diagrams, allowing horizontal shifts of the rows according to certain condi-
tions. In this paper we shall use the French convention for Young diagrams.
Definition 3.3. Letλ = (λ1, . . . , λk) be a partition ofn. A pyramid of shape λ is a Young
diagram of shape λ consisting of boxes of size 2, along with integer horizontal row
shifts such that the co-ordinates of the first (resp. last) boxes in each row form an
increasing (resp. decreasing) sequence.
A filling of a pyramid is a labelling of each of the boxes with a number between 1
and n, such that there are no repeated labels. Given a filled pyramid, the column
and row of the box labelled k are denoted col(k) and row(k), respectively. We say ℓ
is right-adjacent to k, denoted k → ℓ, if row(k) = row(ℓ) and col(k) + 2 = col(ℓ).
Note. The row and column of a box are onlywell-defined up to an integer shift. How-
ever, since we’ll only ever be concerned with differences of row and column num-
bers, this will not cause a problem.
Whenfilling pyramids,we shallmost often choose the labelling so that it increases
first up columns and then left to right.
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Example 3.4. The three pyramids of shape (4, 3) follow, each with a sample filling.
(3a)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
(3b)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
(3c)
1 2
3
4
5
6
7
Theorem 3.5. [EK, Theorem 4.2] There is a bijection between the pyramids of size n and
the set of good gradings in sln up to conjugacy. The same holds in gln.
Consider a filled pyramid P . The nilpotent element eP associated to P is just the
nilpotent element associated to P considered as a Young tableau, namely
∑
i→jEij .
The grading ΓP associated to P is defined by declaring Eij to be of graded degree
col(j) − col(i). It can be checked that this grading is good for eP .
3.2. Reduction by stages forW-algebras. In this sectionwe shall use themachinery
of pyramids to produce a quantumHamiltonian reduction by stages for W-algebras
in type A. Since our reductions are by nilpotent groups, it will suffice to work with
the Lie algebras, which completely determine the actions of the corresponding alge-
braic groups.
Objective 3.6. Let g = sln, and e1, e2 ∈ g be two nilpotent elements such that Oe1 < Oe2 .
We would like to construct an algebraic group K with a quantum Hamiltonian action on
U(g, e1), along with a character κ ∈ k
∗, such that U(g, e2) ≃ U(g, e1)//κK .
It will suffice to produce such a construction for every pair such thatO2 coversO1.
For any such pair we will chose nilpotent elements ei ∈ Oi with respective duals
χi ∈ g
∗ for i = 1, 2, a good grading Γ1 for e1 with a Premet subalgebra m1, and a
subalgebra m2 ⊇ m1 satisfying:
SR1. m2 decomposes as a semidirect product m2 = m1 ⋊ k.
SR2. χ2 restricts to a character ofm2, and χ2 = (χ1, κ) in the above decomposition.
SR3. the subalgebra k annihilates χ1.
Since m1 is a Premet subalgebra for e1, the corresponding quantum Hamiltonian
reduction by stages will ensure that
U(g)//χ2m2 ≃
(
U(g)//χ1m1
)
//κk = U(g, e1)//κk.
Wewill therefore provide a construction satisfying these conditions, and conjecture
that the algebra U(g)//χ2m2 is isomorphic to the W-algebra U(g, e2). Provided this
conjecture holds, this will accomplish objective 3.6.
3.2.1. The general construction. Let µ be the partition corresponding to the nilpo-
tent e1. We will construct a right-aligned pyramid for µ, i.e. a pyramid for which
the rightmost boxes in each row all lie in the same column, and number the boxes
from bottom to top and left to right. This determines an even good grading Γ1 and
Premet subalgebra m1 for e1. By lemma 3.1, for every partition λ which covers µ
in the dominance ordering, there is a pair of integers i < j for which λ is obtained
from µ by ‘sliding a box down’ from row j to row i. Define e2 as
(4) e2 := e1 +
∑
row(k)=i,row(ℓ)=j
col(k)=col(ℓ)
Ekℓ,
and define the Lie algebras m2 and k by
k :=
〈
Em
〉j−i
m=1
and m2 := m1 + k, where Em :=
∑
i≤row(k)<row(ℓ)≤j
row(ℓ)−row(k)=m
col(k)=col(ℓ)
Eℓk.(5)
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Let us further define a semisimple element h′2:
(6) h′2 :=
∑
row(ℓ)=s, s 6=i,j
t=0,...,λs−1
ℓ is t-th from the left
(λs − 1− 2t)Eℓℓ +
∑
row(ℓ)=i, row(m)=j
t=0,...,λi
col(m)=col(ℓ)−2
ℓ is t-th from the left
(λi +K − 2t)(Eℓℓ + Emm).
In the second term, theEmm term is omitted if there is nom satisfying the conditions
for the given t, and Eℓℓ is omitted for t = λi. Here,K is the unique constant so that
h′2 has trace zero. Note that h
′
2 is a semisimple element for which [h
′
2, e2] = 2e2; we
shall show that h′2 determines a good grading for e2 in lemma 3.12, however m2 is
not in general a Premet subalgebra for this grading, nor does there necessarily exist
an sl2-triple containing e2 and h
′
2.
Remark 3.7. Note that k is an abelian Lie algebra, and that
[m2,m2] = [m2,m1] ⊆
[⊕
k≤0
gk,
⊕
ℓ≤−2
gℓ
]
⊆
⊕
k≤−2
gk = m1 ⊆ m2.
This confirms that m2 is closed under the Lie bracket, and further that m1 is an ideal
in m2; hence, m2 is a semi-direct product m1 ⋊ k.
Example 3.8. Let g = sl6 and consider µ = (2, 2, 2). The right-aligned pyramid P1,
nilpotent element e1 and Premet subalgebra m1 are as follows:
P1 =
3 6
2 5
1 4
e1 =

0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
 m1 =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0

The unique covering partition is λ = (3, 2, 1), which is obtained by ‘sliding a box
from row 3 to row 1’. Applying the above procedure with i = 1 and j = 3 results in
e2 = e1 + E13 + E46 m2 = m1 +
〈
E1, E2
〉
=

0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
 =

0 0 0 0 0 0
a 0 0 0 0 0
b a 0 0 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ a 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ b a 0

where E1 = E21 + E32 + E54 + E65 and E2 = E31 + E64. Further,
h′2 = (E22 − E55) + (2E11 + 0E44 + 0E33 − 2E66)
3.2.2. Properties of the construction.
Theorem 3.9. Under the above circumstances, e2 is a nilpotent element of type λ, m2 is
a Lie algebra and conditions SR1 to SR3 hold. Consequently, theorem 2.6 holds, and so
there is homomorphism from the quantum Hamiltonian reduction by stages to the one-shot
reduction: (
U(g)//χ1m1
)
//κk = U(g, e1)//κk→ U(g)//χ2m2.
Weshall prove in theorem4.4 that this homomorphism is, in fact, an isomorphism,
but will leave this discussion until the necessary framework has been developed.
Before proving the theorem, we should introduce a result of [EK]: given any filled
pyramid P with corresponding nilpotent element e, the centraliser zg(e) can be read
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off the pyramid P . Let µ = (µ1, . . . , µk), so the ith row of the pyramid has µi boxes,
and let bi,j be the standard basis vector corresponding to the index of the box in the
ith row, jth from the right in the filled pyramid. We can represent an endomorphism
of Cn by specifying where each of the basis vectors bi,j is sent in an arrow diagram.
Elashvili and Kac define a collection of endomorphisms in gln, denoted E
j
i [r],
where i and j range over the rows of the pyramid and r ∈ N varies over a range
depending on µi and µj . These endomorphisms are defined in fig. 4, where any
basis vector not specified is sent to zero.
bi,µi bi,µi−1 bi,r+2 bi,r+1 bi,2 bi,1
(a) The endomorphism Eii [r] on row i with shift r, for 0 ≤ r < µi. Note that e =
∑
iE
i
i [1].
bi,µi bi,µj−r bi,µj−1+r bi,2 bi,1
bj,µj bj,µj−1 bj,2+r bj,1+r bj,1
(b) The endomorphism Eji [r] from row i to row j for i < j with shift r, for 0 ≤ r < µj .
bj,µj bj,µj−1 bj,2+r bj,1+r bj,1
bi,µi bi,µj−r bi,µj−1−r bi,2 bi,1
(c) The endomorphism Eji [r] from row i to row j for i > j with shift r, for µj − µi ≤ r < µj .
Note that some basis vector is always mapped to bj,µj .
Figure 4. Endomorphisms of Cn commuting with e.
Note. The nilpotent e is shown in grey in each row for reference.
Lemma 3.10. [EK] Let µ = (µ1, . . . , µk) be a partition of n, and consider a filled pyramid
of shape µ with associated nilpotent e. Then the collection
{
Eji [r]
}
, where
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and
0 ≤ r < µj if i ≤ j
µj − µi ≤ r < µj if i > j
,
forms a basis of the centraliser zgln(e), and those which lie in sln form a basis of zsln(e).
Proof of theorem 3.9. To prove that e2 has the correct Jordan type, it suffices to exhibit
a Jordan basis. Note that a Jordan basis can be read off the rows of the pyramid,
proceeding from right to left.
bj,µj bj,µj−1 . . . bj,2 bj,1
bi,µi . . . bi,µj+1 bi,µj bi,µj−1 . . . bi,2 bi,1
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The Jordan basis for e1 in row i of this pyramid is therefore
bi,µi ← · · · ← bi,µj+1 ← bi,µj ← bi,µj−1 ← · · · ← bi,2 ← bi,1.
The Jordan basis for e2 is identical to that of e1 except for those strings correspond-
ing to rows i and j. The Jordan basis in those rows is
µjbi,µi ← · · · ← µjbi,µj ←
(
(µj − 1)bi,µj−1 + bj,µj
)
← · · · ←
(
kbi,k + bj,k+1
)
← · · · ← bj,1,(
bi,µj−1 − bj,µj
)
← · · · ←
(
(µj − k)bi,k − bj,k+1
)
← · · · ←
(
(µj − 1)bi,1 − bj,2
)
,
of lengths µi + 1 = λi and µj − 1 = λj , respectively.
Condition SR1 is shown in remark 3.7. To check SR2, note that χ2
∣∣
m1
= χ1 by
construction, and so χ2 = (χ1, κ) for some κ ∈ k
∗. To confirm that χ2 is a char-
acter of m2, recall from remark 3.7 that [m2,m2] = [m1 + k,m1]. However, since
χ2
(
[m1,m1]
)
= χ1
(
[m1,m1]
)
= 0, it remains only to check that χ2([k,m1]) = 0. We
shall check this on the generating set
{
[Em, Eℓk] : 1 ≤ m ≤ j − i, col(k) < col(ℓ)
}
.
χ2
(
[Em, Eℓk]
)
=
〈
e2, [Em, Eℓk]
〉
=
〈
[e2, Em], Eℓk
〉
Using the language of fig. 4, note that
(7) [e2, Em] =
[
e1 + E
i
j [0],
∑
i≤s≤j−m
Es+ms [0]
]
=
∑
i≤s≤j−m
[
Eij [0], E
s+m
s [0]
]
∈ g0.
Here the second equality follows from the fact that Es+ms [0] commutes with e1; that
χ2 annihilates eq. (7) now follows frompropertyGG5, and the fact thatEℓk ∈
⊕
t<0 gt.
This further establishes the claim that k annihilates both χ2 and χ1: hence condi-
tion SR3 also holds. This completes the proof of theorem 3.9. 
Theorem 3.11. The pair e2 and m2 satisfy properties χ1 to χ4, .
Proof. Property χ1 is manifest from the construction, and property χ4 is a subclaim
of condition SR2. Property χ2 follows from the fact that e1 itself satisfies it, along
with an application of the orbit–stabiliser theorem and lemma 3.10.
Weprovepropertyχ3 by directly calculatingm2∩zg(e2). In the coming calculation,
we use the following conventions:
• Recall that k → ℓmeans that ℓ is right-adjacent to k.
• If row(k) = i, then k↑
p indicates that p is the box such that row(p) = j and
col(p) = col(k), if such exists. Similarly, if row(s) = j, then q↑
s indicates
that q is such that row(q) = i and col(q) = col(s), if such exists.
• Akℓ = 0 if there do not exist k and ℓ which satisfy the adjacency relations
specified below, and Bm = 0 ifm < 1 orm > j − i.
Taking the commutator of e2 with a generic element of m2 results in the following:[
e2,
∑
col(v)<col(u)
AuvEuv +
j−i∑
m=1
BmEm
]
=
=
∑
col(s)<col(k)
(
Aℓs
k→ℓ
−Akr
r→s
+
{
Aps row(k) = i, k↑
p
0 otherwise
−
{
Akq row(s) = j, q↑
s
0 otherwise
)
Eks
+
∑
col(s)=col(k)
Aℓs
k→ℓ
−Akr
r→s
+

Bm row(k) = i, row(s) = j −m
−Bm row(s) = j, row(k) = i+m
0 otherwise
Eks.
(8)
For eq. (8) to vanish, we will prove that all of Auv and Bm must vanish as well.
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Case 1 (Auv = 0 for col(v) < col(u), row(u) 6= i and row(v) 6= j).
Examining the coefficient of Euw for v → w yields Atw − Auv, where u → t. We
can prove the claim by induction on the distance of u from the right of the pyramid.
The base case is when u is rightmost in its row: then Atw = 0, and so Auv = 0.
The same argument assuming the inductive hypothesis for all u within n boxes of
the right proves the claim for all u within n + 1 boxes of the right, completing the
induction.
Case 2 (Auv = 0 for col(v) < col(u)− 1, row(u) = i and row(v) 6= j).
Examining the coefficient ofEuw for v → w yieldsAtw −Auv +Apw, where u→ t
and u↑
p. But Apw = 0 by case 1, and so the same argument as above completes the
case.
Case 3 (Auv = 0 for col(v) < col(u)− 1, row(u) 6= i and row(v) = j).
Apply the argument of case 2 mutatis mutandis.
Case 4 (Auv = 0 for col(v) < col(u)− 1, row(u) = i and row(v) = j).
The conclusions of cases 2 and 3 allow the same argument to again be applied
mutatis mutandis.
Case 5 (Auv = 0 for col(v) = col(u)− 1).
If neither row(u) = i or row(v) = j this is dealt with by case 1, while if both of
these hold there is no contribution from anyBm. Since the arguments are symmetric,
we’ll assume that row(u) = i.
Assume that row(v) = j−m for 1 ≤ m ≤ j− i; otherwise there is no contribution
from any Bm and we’re done. Since e2 covers e1 there are exactly the same number
of boxes in the two rows; let the boxes of row i be labelled from the left u1, . . . , uk
and the boxes of row j be labelled v1, . . . , vk. The sum of the co-efficients of Eu1v1
up to Eukvk is kBm, which proves that Bm = 0. The argument of case 1 proves that
the remaining Auv must vanish, which completes this last case and the proof of the
theorem. 
Finally, recalling the element h′2 from eq. (6), we establish the following result for
future reference.
Lemma 3.12. The grading coming from the semisimple element h′2 is good for e2. Further,
adh′2 preserves m1.
Proof. By construction we have that [h′2, e2] = 2e2, so all that remains is to show that⊕
i<0 gi ∩ zg(e2) = {0}, which is equivalent to property GG2. Considering the basis
of the centraliser zg(e1) given in lemma 3.10, note that the basis of the centraliser
zg(e2) is closely related: it differs only in that endomorphisms which involve basis
vectors in rows i and j have these replaced by an appropriate linear combination
of basis vectors as in the proof of lemma 3.10. However, these linear combinations
lie in the zero weight space of h′2 by construction; this proves that any element of
the centraliser cannot lie in strictly negative degree. That adh′2 preservesm1 follows
immediately from the fact that h′2 is diagonal. 
3.3. Relation to W-algebras.
Conjecture 3.13. For nilpotents e1, e2 ∈ g and subalgebrasm1,m2 ⊆ g as defined in eqs. (4)
and (5), the reduction by stages U(g, e1)//κk ≃ U(g)//χ2m2 is isomorphic to the W-algebra
U(g, e2).
Remark 3.14. This conjecture is a special case of a more general conjecture due to
Premet, based on his work in [Pre]. Specifically, Premet conjectures that for any
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pair of subalgebra m and nilpotent e which satisfy properties χ1 to χ4, the quan-
tumHamiltonian reductionU(g)//χm is isomorphic to theW-algebra U(g, e). In fact,
Premet has proven this conjecture in the case that the base field is of non-zero char-
acteristic p.
Proposition 3.15. Conjecture 3.13 holds for e1 a subregular and e2 a regular nilpotent.
Proof. The subalgebram2 constructed is simply themaximal nilpotent subalgebra of
lower-triangular matrices n−. This is a Premet subalgebra for e2. 
Remark 3.16. The construction detailed in this section can be modified slightly to
give a stronger version of proposition 3.15. Instead of choosing a right-aligned pyra-
mid of shape µ, one can choose a pyramid which is right-aligned but for a leftward
shift of 1 at row i and another leftward shift of 1 at row j + 1. This necessitates a
choice of Lagrangian l ⊆ g−1; this choice can be made so that the resulting Premet
subalgebra can be extended to a Premet subalgebra for a pyramid of shape λ, which
is right-aligned but for a leftward shift of 1 at row i + 1 and another leftward shift
of 2 at row j.
1 5 10
2 7
3 8
4 9
6
µ = (3, 2, 2, 2, 1)
<
1 5 10
2 7 9
3 8
4
6
λ = (3, 3, 2, 1, 1)
For this new pyramid and compatible choice of Lagrangian, theorem 3.9 remains
true. Furthermore, proposition 3.15 and its proof hold not only for e1 a subregular
and e2 a regular nilpotent, but more generally for any pair of nilpotent elements e1
and e2 of types µ = (µ1, . . . , µk, 1) and λ = (µ1, . . . , µk + 1), respectively.
Example 3.17. Consider sl4, and e1 a nilpotent of type (2, 2). This is covered by the
subregular nilpotent e2, and so the construction will produce an algebra U(g)//χ2m2.
The associated graded algebra of U(g, e2) is the ring of functions on the Slodowy
slice Sχ2 , and the associated graded algebra of the reduced space is C
[
g∗/χ2M2
]
.
Sχ2 =


a 1 0 0
b− 3a2 a 1 0
c+ 20a3 b− 3a2 a d
f 0 0 −3a
 : a, b, c, d, f ∈ C

g∗/χ2M2 ≃


0 1 1 0
x+ u+v4 0 0 1
−3u+v
4 −2y 0 1
z + u+v2 y
u−3v
4 x+
u+v
4 0
 : u, v, x, y, z ∈ C

C
[
Sχ2
]
= C[a, b, c, d, f ], C
[
g∗/χ2M2
]
= C[u, v, x, y, z]
These are isomorphic as Poisson algebras, as shall be shown below.
Consider the ring homomorphism ϕ : C
[
Sχ2
]
→ C
[
g∗/χ2M2
]
defined by
ϕ(a) = −13 y ϕ(b) = x ϕ(c) = 2z −
8
3xy ϕ(d) = v + x+ y
2 ϕ(f) = −u− x− y2.
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The non-zero Poisson brackets are given by the formulae:
{a, d} = −124 d {c, d} =
1
6bd {u, y} =
1
8(u+ x+ y
2) {u, z} = 14x(u+ x+ y
2)
{a, f} = 124f {c, f} =
−1
6 bf {v, y} =
−1
8 (v + x+ y
2) {v, z} = −14 x(v + x+ y
2)
{d, f} = −272 a
3 + ab− 18c {u, v} =
−1
4
(
z + xy + 2(u+ v)y
)
.
It can be checked that this map is a ring isomorphism and also preserves the Poisson
bracket; it hence induces an isomorphism of the Poisson varieties Sχ2 ≃ g
∗/χ2M2.
Furthermore, this map preserves the characteristic polynomial.
Thus, we know that our algebra U(g)//χ2m2 is a deformation quantisation of the
Slodowy slice Sχ2 . Since there is, up to isomorphism, a unique such deformation
quantisation which is G-equivariant, and the W-algebra U(g, e2) is such a deforma-
tion quantisation, it follows that U(g)//χ2m2 ≃ U(g, e1)//κk is isomorphic to U(g, e2).
4. The representation theory of W-algebras
The construction of quantum Hamiltonian reduction by stages has a number of
applications to the representation theory of W-algebras. Theorem 3.9 has an imme-
diate corollary relating the categories of modules over U(g, e1) and U(g, e2).
Corollary 4.1. Let e1 and e2 be two nilpotent elements of sln such that e2 covers e1 in the
dominance ordering; then the quantum Hamiltonian reduction by stages construction pro-
duces an adjoint pair of functors U(g, e1)–mod ⇆
(
U(g)//χ2m2
)
–mod. If conjecture 3.13
holds, then there exists an adjunction U(g, e1)–mod⇆ U(g, e2)–mod for any pair of nilpo-
tents e2 ≥ e1.
Proof. Note that the quotient U(g, e1)/U(g, e1)kκ is a
(
U(g, e1), U(g)//χ2m2
)
-bimod-
ule, where the left module structure comes from left multiplication by U(g, e1) and
the right module structure comes from the fact that U(g)//χ2m2 ≃
(
U(g, e1)/kκ
)k
.
This proves the existence of the first adjunction.
If conjecture 3.13 holds, then the latter algebra is isomorphic to U(g, e2). Since
adjunctions can be composed, and their composition is itself an adjunction, we can
form such an adjunction for any pair of nilpotents e2 ≥ e1 by composing along a
sequence of covering relations. 
There are also applications to the W-algebraic analogue of the bgg category O:
a full subcategory of U(g, e)–mod whose definition we shall recall in the next sec-
tion, and which has been studied in, e.g. [BGK, Web]. In [Los3], Loseu investigates
its structure and constructs an equivalence between it and a certain subcategory of
Whittaker modules in U(g)–mod. The objective of this section is to prove a similar
equivalence in type A, relating the W-algebraic categoriesO for different nilpotents
to one another. In what follows we shall always assume conjecture 3.13 holds.
4.1. Categories O and other related categories for W-algebras. To discuss the cat-
egoriesO for the W-algebra U(g, e), we need to fix a choice of parabolic subalgebra
p ⊆ g such that (e, h, f) is contained in the Levi subalgebra l ⊆ p. Further, we shall
fix a maximal torus t of the centraliser zg(e), noting that t ⊆ l.
In place of the choice of parabolic, Loseu instead chooses a cocharacter θ of T
viewed as an element of t; this uniquely determines a parabolic as the positive ei-
genspaces of θ. Different choices of θ will only matter inasmuch as they determine
different parabolics, so as far as we are concerned the two points of view are equiv-
alent.
This choice of parabolic and maximal torus allows us to define a pre-order on the
weights of t: λ ≥ µ if and only if λ − µ is a linear combination of the weights of t
acting on p. The existence of an embedding U(t) →֒ U(g, e) (cf. [BGK, Theorem 3.3])
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allows any U(g, e)-module to be decomposed into generalised weight spaces with
respect to t.
Note also that, as proven by Premet, Z(g, e) := Z(U(g, e)) is isomorphic to the
ordinary centre of the universal enveloping algebra U(g), and that the natural map
Z(g) → U(g, e) is an isomorphism onto the centre. Thus, central characters of U(g)
can be translated to central characters of U(g, e).
This allows for a number of different full subcategories of U(g, e)–mod to be de-
fined, the objects of which satisfy various subsets of the following conditions.
(O1) The t-weights are contained in a finite union of sets of the form {µ : µ ≤ λ}.
(O2) The generalised weight spaces with respect to t are finite-dimensional.
(O3) The action of t on the module is semisimple.
(O4) The action of Z(g, e) := Z(U(g, e)) on the module is semisimple.
The notation used for these categories differs amongst different papers. We will
mostly keep to a pared-downversion of the notation used inWebster’s papers [Web],
but since the machinery and proof of Loseu’s work [Los3] is extremely important
here, we shall present it as well. Loseu’s notation leaves the nilpotent e implicit,
which would render it ambiguous in the context of this paper.
Conditions 1 1,2 1,3 1,2,3 1,2,4
Notation O˜(e, p) Ô(e, p) O(e, p) O′(e, p)
Webster Ô(We, p) O(We, p) O
′(We, p)
Loseu O˜(θ) O(θ) O˜t(θ) Ot(θ)
Table 1. Definitions of the W-algebraic categoriesO
Note. The full subcategories on which the centre Z(g, e) acts by a given generalised
central character ξ are denoted Ô(ξ, e, p), and so on.
Remark 4.2. There are a number of equivalent ways of phrasing the above condi-
tions, some of which are used in Loseu’s original paper.
Condition O1 is equivalent to:
(O1’) U(g, e)>0 acts by locally nilpotent endomorphisms.
Further, conditions O1 and O2 together are equivalent to condition O1 and:
(O2’) The U(g, e)0-module obtained after taking U(g, e)>0-invariants is of finite di-
mension, where U(g, e)0 := U(g, e)≥0/(U(g, e)U(g, e)>0 ∩ U(g, e)≥0.
In addition, there are a number of full subcategories of U(g)–mod of interest to
us; these are variations on subcategories of modules known as generalised Whittaker
modules. To define these categories, we need to fix a choice of maximal nilpotent
subalgebra n along with a character χ : n → C; we can then define the shifted Lie
algebra nχ := {ξ − χ(ξ) : ξ ∈ n}. We will again consider full subcategories whose
objects satisfy various subsets of the following conditions.
(Wh1) The shifted Lie algebra nχ acts by locally nilpotent endomorphisms.
(Wh2) The action of the centre Z(g) is locally finite.
(Wh3) The action of t on the module is semisimple.
(Wh4) The action of Z(g) on the module is semisimple.
Theorem 4.3 ([Los3, Theorem 4.1], [Los1, Theorem 1.2.2(iii)], [Web, Proposition 7]).
There are equivalences between each of columns of table 1 and the corresponding columns of
table 2. These equivalences still hold if one restricts to a given generalised character of Z(g)
and the corresponding character of Z(g, e).
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Conditions 1 1,2 1,3 1,2,3 1,2,4
Notation Wh(U(g), nχ)
Webster
⊕
ξÔ(ξ, χ)
⊕
ξO(ξ, χ)
⊕
ξO
′(ξ, χ)
Loseu W˜h(e, θ) Wh(e, θ) W˜ht(e, θ) Wht(e, θ)
Table 2. Definitions of the Whittaker categories
Note. Here ξ ranges over the set of generalised central characters of U(g).
We shall provide a version of this theorem for which the Whittaker categories lie
not in U(g)–mod, but rather in U(g, e′)–mod for another nilpotent e′ ≤ e.
4.2. Equivariant Slodowy slices. The remaining results of this paper follow the
techniques and methodology presented in Loseu’s papers [Los1, Los2, Los3], but
translated to the context of this paper. We present them here for clarity and to high-
light the changes necessary in our situation.
Given a nilpotent element e with a good grading Γ given by the semisimple ele-
ment h′, construct a Γ-graded sl2-triple (e, h, f). Based on this data, Loseu defines
the equivariant Slodowy slice:
(9) S˜χ := G×Sχ ⊆ G× g
∗ ≃ T ∗G.
This is a symplectic subvariety of the cotangent bundle T ∗G, and is stable under a
number of group actions. The group G acts on itself both on the left and right by
multiplication, which this induces correspondingHamiltonian actions on the cotan-
gent bundle. Loseu defines the following group actions:
• G acts by g · (g1, α) = (gg1, α).
• C× acts by t · (g1, α) = (g1γ(t)
−1, t−2γ(t)α).
Here, γ : C× → G is the cocharacter determinedby exponentiationof the semisimple
element h′. Recall also thatG acts on g∗ by the coadjoint action (gα)(ξ) = α(Adg−1 ξ).
Choosing a Premet subgroupM for e, we further define an action ofM on T ∗G:
• M acts bym · (g1, α) = (g1m
−1,mα).
This has moment map µ : G × g∗ → m∗ given by µ(g, α) = α
∣∣
m
. It is therefore clear
that T ∗G/χM ≃ S˜χ, where this is the usual symplectic Hamiltonian reduction.
Having translated the problem of Hamiltonian reduction of Slodowy slices as
Poisson varieties to that of Hamiltonian reduction of equivariant Slodowy slices as
symplectic varieties, we can now state the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4. The homomorphism U(g, e1)//κk→ U(g)//χ2m2 of theorem 3.9 is an isomor-
phism.
Proof. After takingG-invariants of this symplectic reduction, we obtain the previous
Poisson reduction of Slodowy slices. By corollary 2.7, it therefore suffices to prove
that the quantum Hamiltonian reduction induces an isomorphism of the classical
Hamiltonian symplectic reductions. However this follows by classical symplectic
Hamiltonian reduction by stages for semidirect products, which can be found in,
e.g. [MMO+, Theorem 4.2.2]. 
Recall now the constructions of section 3. For any e1 ∈ sln and any nilpotent orbit
O2 which covers the orbit of e1, we produce a Premet subalgebra m1, a nilpotent
e2 ∈ O2, a subalgebra m2, and a semisimple element h
′
2 which gives a grading Γ
which is good for e2. Choosing (e2, h2, f2) to be a Γ-graded sl2-triple, we can define
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the Slodowy slice Sχ2 . The reduction by stages construction of section 3 therefore
produces the following commutative diagram:
(10)
T ∗G T ∗G
G× (χ2 +m
⊥
2 ) G× (χ1 +m
⊥
1 )
S˜χ2 S˜χ1
ι
ϕ
Here, the vertical maps G × (χi +m
⊥
i ) →֒ T
∗G and G × (χi +m
⊥
i ) ։ S˜χi are the
naturalmaps coming fromHamiltonian reduction,while the inclusions of S˜χi come
from the natural presentation Sχi = χi + (g/[g, fi])
∗ ⊆ χi +m
⊥
i . The map ι is the
natural extension of the inclusion χ2 + m
⊥
2 →֒ χ1 + m
⊥
1 , and ϕ is defined as the
obvious composition of maps.
In this context, we shall consider the following additional actions on T ∗G, which
preserve each of S˜χi :
• Q := ZG(e1, h1, f1)∩ZG(e2, h2, f2)∩ZG(h
′
2) acts by g0 · (g1, α) = (g1g
−1
0 , g0α).
• G˜ := G× C× ×Q, which acts component-wise.
Lemma 4.5. The map ϕ is a G˜-equivariant embedding of symplectic manifolds.
Proof. That ϕ is (G×Q)-equivariant is manifest from the construction. To see that ϕ
is injective, note that ϕ(x) = ϕ(y) if and only if ι(x) and ι(y) lie in the sameM1-orbit.
But then x and y lie in the same M2-orbit, as M1 ⊆ M2, which would imply that
x = y.
To see that ϕ is symplectic, note that the Mi-orbits form a nilfoliation of S˜χi in
G× (χi +m
⊥
i ). Hence, lifting along theM2-orbits can equally well be accomplished
by restricting to lifting alongM1-orbits, and so the symplectic forms will agree.
As in the classical case, the cocharacter γ associated to the semisimple element h′2
gives an action of C× on S˜χ2 . By lemma 3.12, the adjoint action Adγ(t) stabilises m1,
and hence this also gives a well-defined action on S˜χ1 . Themap ϕ intertwines these
two actions, and in both cases scales the symplectic form: t · ω = t2ω. 
Putting these facts together yields the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6. For any pair of nilpotent elements e1 ≤ e2 in sln in the dominance ordering,
there is a (G × Q)-equivariant embedding of symplectic manifolds S˜χ2 →֒ S˜χ1 . Taking
G-invariants yields an embedding of Poisson manifolds Sχ2 →֒ Sχ1 . Furthermore, there
exist C×-actions on both sides, intertwined by the embedding, which scale the symplectic
forms (resp. Poisson bivectors) by a factor of t2. This C×-action is a contracting action on
Sχ2 .
4.3. The decomposition lemma. Consider the point x = (1, χ2); the embedding of
theorem 4.6 induces an inclusion of symplectic vector spaces ϕ∗ : TxS˜χ2 →֒ TxS˜χ1 .
This, in turn, induces an inclusion (g/[g, f2])
∗ →֒ (g/[g, f1])
∗, and we let W denote
its image. Finally, we define the subspace V ⊆ zg(e1) as follows:
(11) V :=W⊥ ∩ zg(e1) = {ξ ∈ zg(e1) : α(ξ) = 0 for all α ∈W}.
This vector space has a symplectic form expressed by ω(x, y) = χ2([x, y]). Note that
if e1 = 0, then V = [g, f2].
The symplectic form on TxS˜χ1 is given by the expression
ω(ξ + α, η + β) = χ2([ξ, η]) − 〈ξ, β〉+ 〈η, α〉,
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so the symplectic complement
(
ϕ∗TxS˜χ2
)⊥ω is {(ξ, ad∗ξ χ2) : ξ ∈ V }. Projecting
onto the first component identifies this with V , but we’ll instead identify the it with
V ∗; they are isomorphic as symplecticQ-modules. This gives a (C××Q)-equivariant
symplectic isomorphism ψ : TxS˜χ2 ⊕ V
∗ → TxS˜χ1 , given by ψ(v,w) = ϕ∗(v) + w.
The standard considerations of Fedosovquantisation (cf. [Los1, Section 2.2]) yield
(G × Q)-invariant, homogeneous, degree 2 star products on each of C[S˜χi ]J~K, the
Moyal-Weyl star product on C[V ∗]J~K, and finally on the product C[S˜χ2 × V
∗]J~K.
Since the star products are differential, they induce star products on the completions
C[S˜χ1 ]
∧
GxJ~K andC[S˜χ2×V
∗]∧GxJ~K. Applying the argument of [Los1, Theorem3.3.1]
yields a G˜-equivariant C[~]-algebra isomorphism
(12) Φ~ : C[S˜χ1 ]
∧
GxJ~K → C[S˜χ2 × V
∗]∧GxJ~K.
Taking G-invariants produces the following analogue of [Los3, Proposition 2.1].
Theorem 4.7. There is a (C× ×Q)-equivariant C[~]-algebra isomorphism
Φ~ : C[Sχ1 ]
∧
χ2
J~K → C[Sχ2 ]
∧
χ2
J~K⊗̂CJ~KC[V
∗]∧0 J~K
satisfying:
(1) Φ~(
∑∞
i=0 fi~
2i) contains only even powers of ~.
(2) The cotangent map d0(Φ~)
∗ : zg(e2)⊗ V → zg(e1) co-incides with ψ.
(3) For ι1, ι2 the respective embeddings of q into the domain and codomain of Φ~, then
Φ~ ◦ ι1 = ι2.
4.4. Loseu’s machinery. In order to continue, we recall the machinery Loseu has
developed for proving theorem 4.3. Let the following be given.
• v =
⊕
i∈Z v(i) is a graded finite-dimensional vector space on which a torus
T acting by preserving the grading.
• A := Sym(v), with the induced grading A =
⊕
i∈ZAi and induced T -action.
• (A, ◦) is an algebra with the same underlying vector space as A, where the
algebra structure comes from a T -invariant deformation quantisation.
• ω1 is a symplectic form on v(1), where ω1(u, v) is the constant term of the
commutator in A, and y is a lagrangian subspace of v(1).
• m := y⊕
⊕
i≤0 v(i).
• v1, v2, . . . , vn is a homogeneous basis of v such that v1, v2, . . . , vm form a basis
of m. Further, let di be the degree of vi and assume that d1, d2, . . . , dm are
increasing and that all vi are T -semi-invariant.
• A♥ is the subalgebra of CJv∗K consisting of elements of the form
∑
i≤c fi for
some c, where fi is a homogeneous power series of degree i.
• A♥ is the algebra A♥ with multiplication as in A. Any element ofA♥ can be
written as an infinite linear combination of monomials vi1 ◦ · · · ◦ viℓ , where
i1 ≥ · · · ≥ iℓ and
∑ℓ
j=1 dij ≤ c for some c. Hence there is a filtration FcA
♥.
• θ is a co-character of T , and v≥0 and v>0 are, respectively, the sums of the
positive and strictly-positive ad θ-eigenspaces of v. We shall further require
that v>0 ⊆ m ⊆ v≥0.
• A≥0,A>0,A
♥
≥0,A
♥
>0 are all defined analogously.
• A∧ := limA/Amk. Note that there is an injective algebra homomorphism
A♥ → A∧.
Proposition 4.8. [Los3, Proposition 5.1] Let (A, ◦) and (A′, ◦′) be two different algebras
coming fromA and v as above. Suppose there is a subspace y ⊆ v(1)which is Lagrangian for
both symplectic forms, and every element of A can be written as a finite sum of monomials
in both A and A′. Then any homogeneous T -equivariant isomorphism Φ: A♥ → A′♥
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satisfying Φ(vi)− vi ∈ Fdi−2A+ (FdiA ∩ v
2A) extends uniquely to a topological algebra
isomorphism Φ: A∧ → A′∧ with Φ(A∧m) = A′∧m.
Corollary 4.9. [Los3, Corollary 5.2] The isomorphism Φ: A∧ → A′∧ induces an equiv-
alence of categories Φ∗ : Wh(A,m) → Wh(A
′,m), where Wh(A,m) is the category of
A∧-modules which are annihilated by some A∧mk. This equivalence preserves the subcate-
gories on which t acts semisimply, and commutes with the functor of taking m-invariants;
i.e. Φ∗(M
m) = Φ∗(M)
m.
Note. Wh(A,m) can naturally be viewed as the category of A-modules on which m
acts by locally nilpotent endomorphisms. This justifies the choice of notation in
table 2.
With the constructions as before, we seek to make a set of choices which satisfy
the hypotheses of proposition 4.8. First, we’ll fix a maximal torus T ⊆ Q, and pick
an arbitrary cocharacter θ, viewed as an element of t. Denote by p the parabolic
subalgebra of g consisting of the positive eigenspaces of ad θ. The zero eigenspace
is a Levi subalgebra l ⊆ p, which contains each of ei, hi and fi for i = 1, 2. The good
grading Γ of g induces a good grading of l, and so one can pick a Premet subalgebra
m ⊆ l as usual, with corresponding shift mχ. Let m˜ := m ⊕ g>0, where g>0 consists
of the strictly positive eigenspaces of the action of ad θ; the corresponding shift is
m˜χ := mχ ⊕ g>0.
(1) Define v := {ξ − χ2(ξ) : ξ ∈ z(e1)}. Note that v ≃ zg(e2) ⊕ V , as shown in
section 4.3.
(2) Choosing m > 2 + 2d, where d is the maximum eigenvalue of adh′2 on g,
define the grading on v to be given by
v(i) = {ξ ∈ v : (adh′2 −m ad θ)ξ = (i− 2)ξ}.
(3) Set m to be m˜χ ∩ v, which satisfies v>0 ⊆ m ⊆ v≥0 by our choice ofm.
(4) Define A := U(g, e1) and A
′ = AV ⊗ U(g, e2).
These choices satisfy the conditions beginning this section. It remains to prove
the following lemma.
Lemma 4.10. There is an isomorphism Φ: U(g, e1)
♥ → (AV ⊗U(g, e2))
♥ which satisfies
the hypotheses of proposition 4.8.
Proof. It follows from the considerations of section 4.3 that A and A′ are both defor-
mation quantisations of A = Sym(v). Further, since A♥ and A′♥ can be identified
with the respective quotients by ~− 1 of the C×-finite parts of
C[Sχ1 ]
∧
χ2
J~K and C[Sχ2 ]
∧
χ2
J~K⊗̂CJ~KC[V
∗]∧0 J~K,
the isomorphism Φ~ of theorem 4.7 provides the necessary map Φ. This satisfies
the hypotheses of proposition 4.8 by the same considerations as before (cf. [Los1,
Corollary 3.3.2]). 
4.5. Category equivalences. Finally, we shall use this machinery to develop the cat-
egory equivalences we need. First, there is an equivalence
K′ : Wh(A′,m)→ O˜(e2, p), K
′(M) :=
(
M
)m˜∩V
.
To see that the image lies in O˜(e2, p), it suffices to note that U(g, e2)>0 is generated
by the strictly positive eigenspaces of ad θ, all of which lie inm by construction. That
this functor is an equivalence follows from results on representations of Heisenberg
algebras, and the fact that m˜ ∩ V is a Lagrangian subspace of V .
Combining thiswith the equivalence of corollary 4.9 yields the following theorem,
which is the main result of this section and generalises theorem 4.3.
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Theorem 4.11. There exists an equivalence of categories
K : Wh(U(g, e1),m)→ O˜(e2, p).
Furthermore, K induces the following embeddings of categories O, along with their block
decompositions:
O˜(e2, p) →֒ O˜(e1, p) Ô(e2, p) →֒ Ô(e1, p)
O(e2, p) →֒ O(e1, p) O
′(e2, p) →֒ O
′(e1, p).
Proof. The equivalence K is defined to be K′ ◦Φ∗. Letm1 and m2 be as in section 3.2,
V1 := [g, f1], and V and m be as above. These functors can then be arranged into a
commutative diagram.
(13)
Wh(U(g), (m˜1)χ1) Wh(AV1⊗U(g, e1), (m˜1)χ1) O˜(e1, p)
Wh(AV1⊗U(g, e1), (m˜2)χ2) Wh(AV1⊕V⊗U(g, e2), (m˜2)χ2) O˜(e2, p)
Wh(U(g, e1),m) Wh(AV⊗U(g, e2),m) O˜(e2, p)
∼ ∼
∼
(·)m˜2∩V1∼
∼
(·)m˜2∩V1∼
∼
Φ∗
∼
K′
Here, the equivalences between the first two columns of each row are the functors
Φ∗ of corollary 4.9 in the appropriate settings. The functors between the second and
third columns are the appropriate analogues of the functorK′, taking invariants with
respect to m˜1∩V1, m˜2∩(V1⊕V ) and m˜∩V , respectively. Since these are all respective
Lagrangian subspaces of V1, V1 ⊕ V and V , it follows that they are equivalences.
From the diagram, it can be seen that there is an embedding of categories O,
O˜(e2, p) →֒ O˜(e1, p).
Since the functorK intertwines the actions of t and Z(g, e), it induces an embedding
of each of the above subcategories, and also their block decompositionswith respect
to generalised central characters. 
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